NEWS RELEASE
February 15, 2013

2013 Street Overlay Concrete Improvement Project

Beginning Tuesday, February 19, 2013, G. Sosa Construction, under contract with the City of Santa Maria, will begin grinding and paving McElhany Avenue from Broadway (State Highway 135) to Rosalind Drive; Elks Lane from College Drive to Conception Lane and Liberty Street from Western Avenue to Superior Street.

The work includes grinding the outside edge of the roadway and then placing a 2-inch-thick layer of asphalt over the entire roadway.

The funding for this project is provided by funds made available through Proposition 1B.

Parking along these streets will not be allowed while the work is ongoing. The driving public may experience delays due to roadway lane closures during construction. The City staff strongly recommends drivers obey all temporary construction traffic control signs and flagmen, and use alternate routes whenever possible to avoid delays in travel time.

Questions may be directed to the Department of Public Works, 925-0951 ext. 225.
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